
Film Music
• The film industry
• Use of elements in film music
• Musical Devices and Techniques in film music
• Composing film music
• Appraising film music 



Opening Activity

Listen to the openings of the following film soundtracks on YouTube:
‘Hedwig’s Theme’ from Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone, by John Williams (0:00-0:36)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wtHra9tFISY
Superman:The Movie, by John Williams (0:35-1:05)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1qHDWdGPomw
The Firm, by Dave Grusin (0:00 – to at least 1:28 or so)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uvcyPpwwMvU
Peter Pan, ‘Fairy Dance’ by James Newton Howard.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mGz56SQ7EVE
Q1 – Can you work out if there are three beats or four in a bar for the four openings?
(count ‘1,2,3, 1,2,3 etc.’ or ‘1,2,3,4, 1,2,3,4, etc’ while listening to them)



Opening Activity
Q2 – Either do a) or b).   You can record on you phone, send a pic of short scribbled 
manuscript, musescore file  or garage band mp3.  It doesn’t matter how, just have some 
fun writing a short film theme.

a) Compose a melody in 3/4 time that could be used as a theme tune for a children’s 
film.

b) Compose a melody in 4/4 time that could be used as theme for a military/war film. 



Film Music L2 (leitmotifs)
▪ Please follow the link below to a really good website that looks at the 

leitmotifs of different pieces in the movie The Hobbit.
▪ https://www.filmmusicnotes.com/the-hobbit-a-musical-journey/
1) Read the article first and listen to the opening minute of all the 

examples.  Try to follow along and listen for the notated short example 
of the leitmotif for each in the article. 

2) Play or sing the leitmotif for ‘Erebor’.  You can do this by reading the 
notated example or by listening the the very first melody you hear.   

3) Listen in detail to the first musical example ‘Erebor’ in the article and do 
a ‘New Music Checklist’  about this music the best you can.  Please 
submit this to me.

Leitmotif: melodies that 
represent a character, place or
 things. 

Activity 2 Film Music L2 (leitmotifs)



Film Music L3 (Function & Genre)

There are two main categories of film music:

Diegetic music.  This is music contained in the 
action.  It is music that can be heard by the
on-screen characters as well as the film audience.
(e.g. a club singer performing to an audience 
in a nightclub; music heard on a CD player in a 
scene; music playing on a TV while scene’s 
characters watch etc).

Non-Diegetic music.   This is background music
Supporting the on-screen action.  It is music that is NOT 
heard by the on-screen characters, but is heard by the 
film audiences (e.g. to support the drama, represent 
the mood, create an atmosphere and reinforce and reflect
any action. 

HINT!  Always ask yourself this first when listening
To movie music!  It will help in your understanding
of the how and why of the musical construction.



Film Music L3 (Function & Genre)
How is music used in films?  

In so many ways, music 
speaks louder than 

words…

Some more straight-forward reasons 

To create an atmosphere

To support the physical
 ‘action’ and control 

the pace

To underscore
 the dialogue (e.g. quiet 

strings in a 
love scene)

To ‘generate’ the 
tension and build 

suspense

To promote
 the film (e.g. the 

main ‘theme’

For scene 
changes or 
montages

Source music that 
is included as part of 

action (e.g. characters 
performing in 

a concert)

To create a 
specific or geographical 

setting (e.g. use of accordian 
music (paris) or bagpipes

 (Scotland)

To set the era, 
time or period (e.g. music 
from the Baroque period 

for a historical setting 
from the 17th century



How is music used in films?  
Film Music L3 (Function & Genre)

Activity 3 Film Music L3 (Function & Genre)

Watch a movie Activity!
1) Pick a movie to watch (something you will like).

2) Print off the sheet ‘How Music is Used in Films P1’ and watch the film with it and a pencil with which to write on the sheet.

3) Watch the movie with extra focus on the music and function of the music within it.

4) Write on your printed sheet the:

a) Name of the film.

b) Name of the main person(s) who scored the film (main composer)?

c) Write the time in the film (next to the bubble on sheet) where the music in the film is actually demonstrating one of the      
reasons music is used at that moment. 

    (e.g. “0:00 to 2:30 is the opening theme” next to ‘To promote the film…’ bubble ).

d) Write down whether the musical example is ‘Diegetic’ or Non-Diegetic’ next to the time of the section. 
e) Write down one musical way the composer is creating the ‘reason’ (e.g. “the

     fast paced rhythmic drums are controlling the pace”) 

f) Take a pic of your annotated sheet and submit to me.

Enjoy your movie!   Popcorn anyone?



Film Music L4 (Function & Genre)

Even though films have many different emotions, scenes and characters within them that 
are musically represented in different ways.    

It is still possible to categorise various types of films and to think about how and what 
general types of music would work well for each type of film. 

It also good to use our English Lit. skills here and thing about the contrasts and conflicts 
that a film might represent.  Understanding these contrasts can help you understand the 
music choices and on a deeper level even begin to understand the how and why of the 
musical elements within in the music chosen by the composer(s).

Common contrasts include Good versus Evil, Love versus Hate, War versus Peace, 
Success versus Failure, Life versus Death etc.   



Main 
categories 

of Film 

Action & Action Fantasy
(Die Hard, Batman, Lord of Rings)

Adventure (Raider of the Lost 
Ark, Jurassic Park)

Disaster (Towering Inferno, 
Deep Impact)

Comedy (Meet the Family, 
Dumb and Dumber)

Best film EVER!

Romance (Ghost, Sleepness 
in Seattle Slough)

War (Saving Private Ryan, 
Pearl Harbour)

Western (Unforgiven, Dances
with Wolves

Musical  (West Side Story,
Mama Mia!)

Mystery  (Sherlock Holmes,
Shutter Island)

Horror/Thriller  (The Omen,
The Silence of the Lambs)

Sci-fi/Alien  (Alien, 
Bladerunner)

Children’s Film (Disney: Toy 
Story, The Little Mermaid

Crime (Vertigo, The French
Connection)

Documentary (The English 
Surgeon, Preempting Dissent)

Biography (Ghandi, The King’s
Speech, The Aviator)

Spy (James Bond, Spy

Animation  (Despicable Me,
The Croods)



Film Music L3 (Function & Genre)
How is music used in films P2?  

In so many ways, music 
speaks louder than 

words…

More sophisticated reasons how music used 

To correspond exactly
with the visuals (e.g.
‘micky-mousing’ by 

syncing the music with 
on-screen action

To create a feeling of
‘unreality’  or surreality

(e.g. dream/fantasy 
sequence)

To arouse a collective 
emotion from the audience 
and create shock emotions

(e.g. sudden frightening 
Chords in a horror movie)

To predict events or inform
the audience of events about to 
happen (e.g. the familiar Jaws

chromatic motif when you haven’t seen
The shark yet.

To create a sense of 
Space, breadth,depth, ‘size’ 

relationships (e.g. music 
that represents the 

boundless extent of space

To suggest impending
Danger or an alternative emotion 
To what is being seen on screen
And arouse alternative feelings 
‘running counter to the action’

(e.g. baptism scene from
The Godfather – Baroque music

while church scenes mix with
brutal murders) 

To reflect the images
on screen (e.g. fast tempo

,use of repetition and pounding
beats for a chase/fight)

To support the
emotions of the characters, 
and trigger certain emotions 

in the audience.

To support characters,
Situations and places through the 

Use of a leitmotif, (e.g. use of a short
Melodic, rhythmic or harmonic idea 

Linked with a person, place 
Or idea

To prepare the audience with
Music at the start of the film
(with main theme) and send

Them away in an appropriate mood
At the end for the closing credits



Activity 4 – An Easy Addition/Extension to Activity 3
1) Identify which film genre (category) the movie you have decided to watch for Activity 3  

belongs to.
2) Figure out how many of the movies you have watched from each category and highlight 

them on the sheet ‘Main Categories of Film(page 1)   
3) Write down the name of one movie that is not mentioned as an example for each category 

listed. 
4) If there are any categories you have not watched or seen a films from (ever) then make a 

note in your google calendar, diary, phone somewhere to make sure you do this some 
time before September (as research of course).  

5) If while you are watching your movie homework from this week (Activity 3) you would like 
some added challenge then please also find some examples on the  ‘How the Music is 
used in Films P2’ sheet (page 2) and annotate like mentioned in Activity 3. 

Activity 4 Film Music L4 (Function & Genre)

Note: Type in the title of the film, followed by ’soundtrack’ 
using an internet search engine if you want to listen 
To some of the opening music from a film!!!!!



Film Music L5 (The Good, the Bad and the Trumpet Ugly)

A tribute to film composer Ennio Morricone who passed away this week

(November 10th, 1928  - July 6th, 2020)

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/entertainment-arts-53305397

What instrument 
did Ennio play?

Lol!
Of course!!

Please read article 
& watch short interview

 clip from link

Starter



https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/07/movies/ennio-morricone-film-scores.html

Please read article 
& watch/listen to short

 musical clips.

Ennio Morricone was an Italian composer,
orchestrator, conductor, and trumpet player who
wrote music in a wide range of style.  Morricone
composed over 400 scores for cinema and 
television, as well as over 100 classical works.
With music for his Spaghetti Westerns like The
Good, the Bad, and the Ugly, he helped cement
the music genre.

A ‘Spaghetti Western’ is a sub-genre of Western films that were 
produced by Italians and were popular in the mid-60s.  We are going
to look at the famous theme tune of one of the best films of all time;
The Good, the Bad and the Ugly (1966 - Director Sergio Leone).

To prepare for this 1) print off the attached sheet music of the theme 
And then 2) listen to the below YouTube clip from the start to
1:22.

3) Follow along with the sheet music a few times, taking notes like
you would doing a Music Listening Checklist.

Pay attention to instruments, voices and refer to musical elements 
In your short-hand notes.  Feel free to write on the sheet music you
have printed off.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h1PfrmCGFnk
Research



The Good, the Bad and the Trumpet Ugly
On the following slide you are going to get an example of a short essay-type 
question typical of the Eduqas music GCSE.    Most questions like this in the appraising exam 
will ask you to refer to:

1) Musical elements (Melody, Harmony, Tonality, Form and structure, Dynamics,  
Sonority/Timbre, Texture, Tempo, Rhythm, Metre) 

2) The purpose and intention of the music (as referred to in the question).

Use the work you have already done with notes/sheet music on the previous slide to start 
preparing your answer.  Please note that the question will only be about the music until 0:25 of 
the YouTube clip.
DO NOT just list the points regarding musical elements in your answer.  Remember to include 
the purpose and intention in your answer.
Finally send me the doc with your short essay-type answer for me to mark and return to you.

(Learning how to write the essay-type answers)



Listen to the main theme of The Good, the Bad and the Ugly on YouTube (from start 
until 0:25), then answer the following questions which is similar to the type of question 
you will find on the GCSE Music examination paper.

The Good, the Bad and the Trumpet Ugly
(Learning how to write the essay-type answers)

Listen to the extract of The Good, The Bad and the Ugly music three (3x) times.

Explain how the composer has presented the theme using the instruments and voices. 
You should use musical vocabulary  in your answer. 

In your answer refer to:

(i) Musical elements

(ii) The purpose and intention of the music as outlined above.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h1PfrmCGFnk



Questions to further focus your learning and understanding of this piece 
(use the sheet music provided and YouTube link from beginning until 1:22).

1) Is there an intro?  What is it and what is happening?

2) Where is the climax of the opening theme? In what bar and why?

3) How many examples of repetition are there in the theme (How many ideas are 
repeated)?

4) What intervals/rhythms/pitches or harmony might have Ennio used as source 
material for the piece?  What ideas help give the theme cohesion from beginning to 
end?

The Good, the Bad and the Trumpet Ugly
(Further Compositional Learning – Extension task)


